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Indo - 1124: Keep you posted on when she will return to air. A big scalp this week for the crew, as Carrie Prejean loses
her title as Miss California. The DWTS results show will be much more interesting now that the Mayups are gone. What

do you think? Kim Kardashian served up a link to her Top-Secret Photo Shoot at the amfAR Gala in New York City. Is Kim
a little too outlandish? She certainly seems so, particularly on this promotional shot. The supermodel is wearing an
Empire dress for her first outing since the amfAR event. 9/22/2011Â . The Kardashians have gone Hollywood. Kim

Kardashian has traveled to New York City for her first post-amfAR event — a behind-the-scenes photo shoot, PEOPLE
magazine has confirmed to Katie Rosetta. PREVIOUS:Â . Kim was supposed to return to DWTS next week, but will also

be back as co-host on Keeping Up With The Kardashians this week. Her last taping before leaving to promote Step
Siblings: Cheating Comment:Â . Kim Kardashian is back in the spotlight, but her new role is that of a former headliner.
Kardashian will return as a co-host of Keeping Up With The Kardashians on the E! network this week, a role she hasn't
held since August of 2007. KUWTK has since expanded beyond the Kardashian family, but Kim Kardashian has always
been 9/22/2011Â . In the past, Kim has channeled her fame into controversial, serious projects like her anti-bullying
initiative KIMORONA! and the sale of her own line of clothing. KIM KARDASHIAN NOW: Kim K’s gone Hollywood. Talk
about making a splash. “I’ve never had a modeling career,” the fashionista tells fashion bible Allure as the Fall 2011
issue hits newsstands. “And I just wanted to do something fun, something that I enjoy, and do it for fun and have fun

with it.” The E! star may have given up her lucrative Nike contract and the MTV reality show, but the E! network
certainly isn’t taking the risky business lightly. Kim Kardashian can’t step off the red carpet without a barrage of

paparazzi bombarding her with flash bulbs and baring her midriff. And neither does it seem like her 26th
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